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New T-Mobile: Lower Prices and Better
Service. Period.
John Legere | March 20, 2019

I’ve been publishing blogs over the last few weeks to keep everyone updated on the value of our
proposed merger with Sprint, and it’s that time again! So far I have shared the path to the New
T-Mobile, talked about our plan to deliver #5GForAll and shared how serious we are about
disrupting the in-home internet game to the benefit of our customers. Most recently I had the
very important opportunity to testify in front of some members of Congress and speak with them
about why this merger is so different than any other.
This time I want to talk about price, quality and service.
This is a conversation that Verizon and AT&T would rather not have. It’s an even tougher topic
for the Big Cable guys. These guys LOVE the status quo. They don’t have a great track record –
just look at what they are doing with prices! Last week Verizon finally announced that they’re
going to raise prices another $10 a month for their 5G, which will be limited to a few square
blocks in a few cities…this isn’t the promise of 5G! These guys never miss a chance to squeeze
more money from their customers. Don’t forget that this new speed-tax is on top of continually
increasing upgrade fees, higher rate plans and new charges on unlimited data… all over the last
couple of years. It’s ridiculous!
AT&T is equally shameless. Ask a DirecTV subscriber about their sudden price hikes. They
didn’t even take care of their current subscribers! Just 30 days’ notice to their customers about a
big fat price increase of $120 a year for everyone! And, don’t forget that AT&T ALREADY raised
prices on DirecTV subscribers less than a year ago – hiking each bundle by $5 a month – while
giving customers NO new additional channels!
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Comcast, Charter, DISH and Altice are no better! Price hike after price hike after price hike…
The story is honestly getting REALLY old. They all continue to nickel and dime customers with
no care in the world… and no end in sight.
There is no doubt that T-Mobile has already started to upend US wireless. Each Un-carrier move
– from unleashing unlimited data, to simplifying rate plans and launching our Team of Experts
customer service model – has been about solving a pain point for consumers! And, as a result,
we’ve forced a lot of change from our competitors across an arrogant and tired industry. The fact
is though, that with AT&T and Verizon now controlling almost 70% of the market share for US
wireless and 94% of the free cash flow, they only have to do so much to respond to us! They
need a true competitor that will REALLY make them change – for good. That competitor is the
New T-Mobile.
The combination of T-Mobile and Sprint will make wireless and in-home broadband MUCH more
competitive because we will finally have the scale and capacity to challenge the entrenched Big
Guys like never before and break into new opportunities to benefit consumers! We’ve already
been kicking their butts in what has been a pretty unfair fight to date… imagine what we will do
when the playing field is better balanced… and boy do they know it! That’s why they don’t want
this deal to happen. AT&T, Verizon and Big Cable would clearly keep things the way they are.
They love having dominant market share and controlling the lion’s share of the free cash flow to
line shareholder pockets. Why wouldn’t they? The status quo works well for them to continue
raising rates on consumers and dominating various markets like big and small business
segments.
Force Competition. Get More. Pay Less. Go!
With the scale that New T-Mobile will have, we will finally get to force AT&T, Verizon and
Comcast to actually take care of their customers with action – not just lip service – and we will
bring all sorts of goodness to American consumers. I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again – with
the New T-Mobile, prices are GOING DOWN. Our merger will help ensure that American
consumers will get more and pay less than they do now. Critics – many of them secretly
sponsored by behind the scenes players who have strong business interests in seeing this
transaction stopped – have argued that we are going to raise rates right after the merger closes.
https://www.t-mobile.com/news/new-t-mobile-lower-prices-better-service
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That’s pure fiction. Here is a fact: Customers on the New T-Mobile’s
enhanced
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the same or less than they do today. Another fact? Lower prices will mean even more people
will make the switch. Third fact? This has our competitors scared.
Here’s how it works. The New T-Mobile will put the Un-carrier you know today into overdrive and
create a supercharged competitor to challenge the status quo. With the New T-Mobile’s nearly
$40B investment in our nationwide 5G network and services, we will deliver a massively
enhanced network with 8x the capacity in 2024 compared to standalone T-Mobile plus Sprint
today. This is what gives us the incentive to reduce prices. The lowered cost of delivering
data means that we’ll need to take market share and ‘fill up the network’ with new
customers. This translates into lower prices for customers. Customers will get more for
what they pay – across ALL our brands – and network improvements like 5G will be included to
our customers at no extra cost (pay attention Verizon!). With the huge increase in capacity in
our network we will have to keep prices as low as possible to attract new customers. It’s that
simple.
We’ve even committed in writing to offer the same or better rate plans for three years. Why three
years? We expect it will take us about that long to build our new combined 5G network – a
network that will absolutely change the industry as we know it. Once we’re nationwide with true
5G, that’s when our cost savings for consumers will really take off. The full 5G network with all of
its fast speed and extra capacity will be open for business and ready for even more users who
use even more data!
Oh, one more thing. If you’re an AT&T or Verizon customer who doesn’t make the jump over to
the New T-Mobile (what?!), you will still see benefits. According to a world –renowned
economist, the New T-Mobile 5G network will provoke competitive responses from AT&T and
Verizon that will result in as much as a 55% decrease in the price of a GB and a 120% increase
in mobile data supply for all wireless customers. Now THAT is how you really fix this broken
industry!
More than a promise.
Let me be clear here – again! Raising prices is not part of the New T-Mobile plan. We work
very hard to earn our customers’ loyalty and that will never change. Frankly, breaking our
https://www.t-mobile.com/news/new-t-mobile-lower-prices-better-service
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promise to customers would be catastrophic for us – and it’s simply
business.
Our business
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plan and our future success is centered around building a world class 5G network for everyone
and delivering more to consumers for less. This commitment didn’t come out of left field only
to help us win approval for our transaction. This commitment is core to our disruptive Uncarrier strategy and integral to creating a supercharged Un-carrier in the New T-Mobile
that will attract more and more customers. Doing anything other than this would be
destructive to the brand that we have worked so hard to build!
Some say none of this is enforceable. Well, we’ve said all of this in writing, in sworn testimony to
Congress and in official declarations to the FCC. Among the millions of pages we have
submitted to the FCC and DOJ are three comprehensive economic studies that support our
plans for reducing prices, as well as a separate filing submitted to the FCC that explicitly
reaffirms our commitment. Not only can we not back away from that – why would we? Compare
ALL of that to the opposition groups that are defending the current broken system and
literallymaking up numbers out of thin air… all in a desperate attempt to create worry and
uncertainty. Talk about a lack of credibility and questionable motives. We will live up to our
commitments.
Those who oppose this merger support a market that is dominated by AT&T and Verizon and
think the status quo is working for Americans. We know they’re wrong. We aren’t satisfied with
the status quo – never have been. Here’s a simple way to think about this. Do you want lower
prices for your wireless service? How about real choice and real competition for in-home
broadband service? Are you one of millions of rural Americans who have no high-speed service
or only one choice available? Do you want to benefit from the first true nationwide broad and
deep 5G network? If you answered YES, you want this merger to happen.
The Un-carrier was built on putting customers first. We will not change the DNA of this company,
even if we could. My leadership team and I believe in delivering on our promises – and we’ve
done just that for years. We are just getting started.
John

Important Additional Information
In connection with the proposed transaction, T-Mobile US, Inc. (“T-Mobile”) has filed a registration statement on Form S-4 (File No. 333-226435),
which
was declared effective by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) on October 29, 2018, and which contains a joint4/5
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solicitation statement of T-Mobile andNew
Sprint
Corporation
(“Sprint”),
that also
constitutes
a prospectus
of T-Mobile (the “joint consent
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solicitation statement/prospectus”), and each party will file other documents regarding the proposed
transaction
with the
INVESTORS AND
SECURITY HOLDERS ARE URGED TO READ THE JOINT CONSENT SOLICITATION STATEMENT/PROSPECTUS AND OTHER RELEVANT
DOCUMENTS FILED WITH THE SEC WHEN THEY BECOME AVAILABLE BECAUSE THEY WILL CONTAIN IMPORTANT INFORMATION.
The documents filed by T-Mobile may be obtained free of charge at T-Mobile’s website, at www.t-mobile.com, or at the SEC’s website,
at www.sec.gov, or from T-Mobile by requesting them by mail at T-Mobile US, Inc., Investor Relations, 1 Park Avenue, 14th Floor, New York, NY
10016, or by telephone at 212-358-3210. The documents filed by Sprint may be obtained free of charge at Sprint’s website, at www.sprint.com,
or at the SEC’s website, at www.sec.gov, or from Sprint by requesting them by mail at Sprint Corporation, Shareholder Relations, 6200 Sprint
Parkway, Mailstop KSOPHF0302-3B679, Overland Park, Kansas 66251, or by telephone at 913-794-1091.

No Offer or Solicitation
This communication shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, nor shall there be any sale of securities
in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any
such jurisdiction. No offering of securities shall be made except by means of a prospectus meeting the requirements of Section 10 of the U.S.
Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This communication contains certain forward-looking statements concerning T-Mobile, Sprint and the proposed transaction between T-Mobile
and Sprint. All statements other than statements of fact, including information concerning future results, are forward-looking statements. These
forward-looking statements are generally identified by the words “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,” “could” or similar
expressions. Such forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements about the benefits of the proposed transaction, including
anticipated future financial and operating results, synergies, accretion and growth rates, T-Mobile’s, Sprint’s and the combined company’s plans,
objectives, expectations and intentions, and the expected timing of completion of the proposed transaction. There are several factors which could
cause actual plans and results to differ materially from those expressed or implied in forward-looking statements. Such factors include, but are
not limited to, the failure to obtain, or delays in obtaining, required regulatory approvals, and the risk that such approvals may result in the
imposition of conditions that could adversely affect the combined company or the expected benefits of the proposed transaction, or the failure to
satisfy any of the other conditions to the proposed transaction on a timely basis or at all; the occurrence of events that may give rise to a right of
one or both of the parties to terminate the business combination agreement; adverse effects on the market price of T-Mobile’s or Sprint’s
common stock and on T-Mobile’s or Sprint’s operating results because of a failure to complete the proposed transaction in the anticipated
timeframe or at all; inability to obtain the financing contemplated to be obtained in connection with the proposed transaction on the expected
terms or timing or at all; the ability of T-Mobile, Sprint and the combined company to make payments on debt or to repay existing or future
indebtedness when due or to comply with the covenants contained therein; adverse changes in the ratings of T-Mobile’s or Sprint’s debt
securities or adverse conditions in the credit markets; negative effects of the announcement, pendency or consummation of the transaction on
the market price of T-Mobile’s or Sprint’s common stock and on T-Mobile’s or Sprint’s operating results, including as a result of changes in key
customer, supplier, employee or other business relationships; significant transaction costs, including financing costs, and unknown liabilities;
failure to realize the expected benefits and synergies of the proposed transaction in the expected timeframes or at all; costs or difficulties related
to the integration of Sprint’s network and operations into T-Mobile; the risk of litigation or regulatory actions; the inability of T-Mobile, Sprint or the
combined company to retain and hire key personnel; the risk that certain contractual restrictions contained in the business combination
agreement during the pendency of the proposed transaction could adversely affect T-Mobile’s or Sprint’s ability to pursue business opportunities
or strategic transactions; effects of changes in the regulatory environment in which T-Mobile and Sprint operate; changes in global, political,
economic, business, competitive and market conditions; changes in tax and other laws and regulations; and other risks and uncertainties detailed
in the Form S-4, as well as in T-Mobile’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2018 and in its subsequent reports
on Form 10-Q, including in the sections thereof captioned “Risk Factors” and “Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking Statements,” as
well as in its subsequent reports on Form 8-K, all of which are filed with the SEC and available at www.sec.gov and www.t-mobile.com. Forwardlooking statements are based on current expectations and assumptions, which are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause actual
results to differ materially from those expressed in or implied by such forward-looking statements. Given these risks and uncertainties, persons
reading this communication are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements. T-Mobile assumes no obligation to
update or revise the information contained in this communication (whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise), except as
required by applicable law.
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